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THE MODULE INDEX AND INVERTIBLE IDEALS

BY

DAVID W. BALLEWX1)

Abstract. A. Fröhlich used the module index to classify the projective modules of

an order in a finite dimensional commutative separable algebra over the quotient

field of a Dedekind domain. This paper extends Fröhlich's results and classifies the

invertible ideals of an order in a noncommutatives eparable algebra. Several prop-

erties of invertible ideals are considered, and examples are given.

1. Introduction. Let A be a Dedekind domain with quotient field K; let 2 be

a finite dimensional separable £-algebra. A subring A of S is said to be an /1-order

if A contains A, A is ^-torsion free and A contains a £-basis of X. There is always

a maximal /1-order F containing A. A finite dimensional torsion free /1-module is

called an ,4-lattice.

Let A' be a finite dimensional torsion /1-module. The order ideal, ord4 X, is

the product of the /1-annihilators of the composition factors of an ^-composition

series of X. Let M and N be two ^-lattices which span the same vector space over

K; i.e., K®AM^K®AN. Define the module index of M and N, [M:N], by

[M:N] = iordAM/L)iordAN/Ly1 where £ is any .4-lattice such that K®AL

=K®A M and £çM n N.

In [5], A. Fröhlich gives criteria in terms of the module index to decide the pro-

jectivity of A-modules when X is commutative. More precisely, he shows that if

M is a A-module such that K®A M^Ii(r), then M is A-projective if and only if

[FM:M] = [F:A]r, where T is a maximal order over A and FM denotes the

smallest F module containing M. The object of this paper is to give analogues to

Fröhlich's theorem when 2 is noncommutative. We will give examples, however,

to show that in the fairly simple case of a finite dimensional matrix algebra over

the quotient field of a discrete rank one valuation ring, no direct extensions of

either the necessity or the sufficiency of Fröhlich's theorem can be given.

It is well known that for integral domains, an ideal is invertible if and only if it

is projective. However, the statement that projectivity implies invertibility is not

necessarily true for noncommutative rings. Nevertheless, since invertibility is a
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property of ideals that passes from the local case to the global and vice versa, we

consider it in terms of Fröhlich type index conditions. We find that if the single

index condition of Fröhlich's theorem is replaced by several index conditions in

terms of idempotents and a multiplication condition on a two-sided full ideal,

then we have necessary and sufficient conditions to insure the invertibility of the

ideal. Further, it is not hard to see that for the case of full two-sided ideals and

commutative A"-algebras, these results imply Fröhlich's theorem.

2. Preliminaries. We first list a few basic properties of the module index. The

proofs of these results follow directly from the definitions. Let M, N, R be A-

lattices spanning the same A'-space.

1. [M:N]p=[Mp:Np] for every prime ideal p of A.

2. If A/3N, then [M:N]<=A.

3. [M:N][N:R] = [M:R].

4. If M=Mx © M2, N=Nx © N2 with Mx (resp. M2) spanning the same space

as Nx (resp. N2), then [A/, © M2:Nx © N2] = [Mx:Nx][M2:N2].

5. Let /: v -> v' be a ^-isomorphism of finite dimensional vector spaces v, v'.

Let M, N be two .4-lattices spanning v. Then [M:N] = [f(M):f(N)].

We will say that an ideal 7 of A is full if 7 ®A K= A ®A K.

We now let A denote a complete discrete rank one valuation ring with quotient

field K. Let 7r be a generator of the maximal ideal of A, and let S be a finite di-

mensional separable Ä"-algebra.

Let A denote an /1-order in S, and let A = A/ttA. Then A is an algebra over the

field A/(it). Let \ = ëx + ë2 + ■ ■ ■ +ër be a decomposition of Ï into primitive orthog-

onal idempotents. Then since A is a complete discrete valuation ring, there are

primitive orthogonal idempotents el5..., er in A which map to ëx, ê2,..., ër by

the natural map A -> A and such that 1 = ex + e2 + ■ ■ ■ + er.

We say that primitive orthogonal idempotents ex and e, in A are equivalent in

A if (eiAe,)(ejAei) = eiAei. We will write e¡~<?, to denote this equivalence.

Before we show that this is an equivalence relation, we will prove the following

two lemmas.

Lemma 1. Let e¡ and e, be primitive orthogonal idempotents in A. Then e¡~e¡ if

and only if there are elements xu in exAe¡ and xn in ejAel such that xijxjl = el and

XjiXij = ex.

Proof. Assume that e¡ is equivalent to e¡ in A, and let xi; in exAe¡ and x;i in

ejAe, be such that xijxji = ei. Then, xíixiixjlxi¡ = xjieixi¡ = xnxil; so xnxxj is idem-

potent in e, Ae¡. Since e¡ is a primitive idempotent, xnxxj is either zero or e¡. Because

XijXjXxXj   xXj ?= u, Xjxxxj   e¡.

The converse is clear.    Q.E.D.

Lemma 2. Let e¡ and e, be primitive orthogonal idempotents in A. Then ex~e¡ if

and only i/e¡As e¡A (as right A-modules) if and only if Aex = Ae¡ (as left A-modules).
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Proof. Let o: e¡A^ e¡A, t. e¡A-> e¡A be inverse A-isomorphisms. Then oie)

= e¡x for x in A, so uief) = aiei)ei = ejxel. Thus, we can take x in e^Ae,. Likewise,

we have riej) = eiy for y in eKAe¡. Now ei = T(CT(ei)) = T(eJx) = T(e/)x = e¡>'x, e¡ =

oÍTÍe)) = ejXy. But ei_v=>', e,x=x, so yx = eh xy = e,. Therefore, by Lemma 1,

e,~<?y.

If e¡~e„ then by Lemma 1, there are elements x in e¡Aeu y in evVe,- such that

yx = ex, xy = ej. Let a(e¡) = e;x, define a A-map from e¡A to e¡A. Let e;A be in e¡A.

Then, a(eij) = e;x>'A = e;A, so ais onto. If o-(e¡A) = 0, then xA = 0 in A, so>>xA = A = 0.

Hence a is an isomorphism.

The proofs for left modules are similar.    Q.E.D.

Now it follows from Lemma 2 that "~" is an equivalence relation.

Lemma 3. Ifieh e[, e, and e] are idempotents in A such that e{~e\ ande^e], then

eiAej^e'iAe'j ias A-modules).

Proof. First, assume that et is equivalent to e[. Then there is an x¡ in e¡AeJ and

yt in e'iAei such that xiyi = ei and yixi = e[. Define t¡ : e¡Ae,,-> e\Ae¡ by -nie^ze)

=yize}. If jjZe; = 0, then xiyixej = eize} = 0. So r¡ is one-to-one. For e.'we, in e|Ae;,

r)ieixiwe)=yixiwej = e'iwej, so -q is onto. Thus r¡ is an isomorphism.

The proof for the case where e, is equivalent to e'¡ is symmetric.    Q.E.D.

An /1-order A in S is said to be reduced if its identity has a decomposition into

primitive orthogonal idempotents l=ey+ ■ • ■ +en, such that no distinct e¡ and e¡

are equivalent [6, Appendix].

For the /1-order A in 2, let fi,...,fk denote representatives of the distinct

equivalence classes of equivalent idempotents. Let fi=fi + ■ ■ ■ +fi- Let A =

/A/; then Ä is reduced in/S/

Lemma 4. The map I -> /=///"= I n A of two-sided A-modules to two-sided

A-modules is one-to-one and preserves products if they are defined. Further, the map

preserves sums and intersections.

Proof. Let / and / denote two-sided A-modules. The proofs that iflfi) n ifilf)

=filnj)f and that fIf+fJf=fiI+J)f are ordinary set inclusion arguments and

are omitted.

We note that A/A = A. For, if e¡ is one of the idempotents of A, there is an /

such that ex is equivalent to/; i.e., e¡Aei = (eiA/)(/Ae¡). Hence, ei=eixfjyei for

elements x and y in A. Thus, in particular, et is in A/A, so 1 =2¡ = i ei ¡s m A/A.

Therefore, A/A = A.

Since fIJfi=fIAJfi=fIAfAJf= ifIf)ifJf), it is clear that products are preserved

when defined.

Finally, iffIf=fJfi then A/A/A/A = A/AM/A. So, AIA = I=J=AJA. Hence,
the map /-»-/is one-to-one.   Q.E.D.

We will say that a two-sided (fractional) ideal / of A is invertible if there is a

two-sided A-module / such that IJ=JI= A.
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3. Index conditions in reduced orders. In this section, let A be a complete

discrete rank one valuation ring, let A be a reduced /1-order in S, and let T be a

maximal /1-order containing A. Let fix,.. .,fk denote the nonequivalent primitive

orthogonal idempotents of A, and assume they are primitive in T.

Theorem 5. Let I be an invertible two-sided ideal in reduced A-order A. Then I

is A-cyclic, A-firee, and there is a permutation a of the set {1,2,..., k} such that

for all i and j, i, j= 1, 2,..., k,

(a) [fiYfi :fiA/] = [fi- hi)ITfi :fi- 1(i)7/],
(b) [/r/ :/a/,]=[/r//;(;) :///ff0)],

(c) (A-<o/y;X/iA/)=/,-1(i)7/y,

(d) (/A/)(/i7/,(0)=/7/,(i).

Further, [V:A] = [IV:I]= [VI:I].

Proof. Since/is invertible, there is a two-sided A-module /such that 7/=.//= A.

Thus

fiAfi = J, (///)(///)•
s = l

In particular,

(0 /A/ = ¿ (fiIfis)(fisJfi).
s = l

Since/ is a primitive idempotent,/A/ has a single maximal ideal Mx, and the factor

algebra/A/j/Mj is a division ring. Further, since/A/ is an /f-algebra, every ideal

is regular, so the Jacobson radical of/A/, being the intersection of all maximal

right (or left) regular ideals, must be M¡ [7]. Consider

(2) AAfJM, = ¿ (fiJfis)(fiM/Mx.
s = l

Then, since not all of the products (fiIfis)(fsJfii) are in M¡ and since/A//Mx has no

nontrivial ideals, there is an s = a(i), a a function of {1, 2,..., k] into itself, such

that

/a/ = (fJ-fiMM+M,.

Then by [9, Theorem 4.1, p. 12],

(/i/A(i))(/.(.//i)=/iA/.

Therefore, there is an x¡ in filfaü) and ayx infaii)Jfii such that xiyi=fi. Since jiXij^Xj

=yifiXi=yi*i is in famAfim, and since/ff(i) is a primitive idempotent, then yxx, is

either zero or fim. But x¡ v¡x¡ = x¡#0, so yixi=fili). Such x¡ and y, can be found for

alii, i= 1,2,..., k.

We claim that a is a permutation. Consider

(3) XxA+-hxkA ç /.
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The left-hand side of (3) contains all of the x¡, so

(4) (x,A + • • • + xkA)J = A,

since the left-hand side of this expression contains all of the x^; therefore, it

contains 1. Hence, multiplying equation (4) on the right by I, we have

/ = (XiA-l--\-xkA)JI,

or

(5) I = XyA-i-hxfcA.

Similarly,

(6) J= Ayy+---+Ayk.

On noting that yjxi = 0 if i^j, we have that

k k

A = JI = 2 AyjXjA = 2 A/,0)A.
1=1 i=i

Now, if fi is a member of the set {fi,... ,fi}, consider the equation

/«A/. = 2 ifAÁMM)-
1=1

As before, there must be a ß in {1, 2,..., k} such that

(7) fiAfi = ifaV.Mu.Af*)-
But equation (7) implies that fa~f„m which implies a = oiß).

Thus, since o is a permutation, and x¡j; = 0 for i^tj, (xy+ ■ ■ ■ + xk)AJ has all

of the elements xtyf, and so it has 1. Hence,

(8) (xi H-\-xk)AJ = A.

Multiplying equation (8) on the right by I, we have

I = (Xi -I-\-xk)AJI = (xj +-hxfc)A,

so / is cyclic as a right module.

Since

/=2 (xy+---+xk)fiAfi,
i.i = i

then

fio~\affie  = X„-i(afaAfiß,
and so

(fi\nif)(fAf¡) = xa-hnifM)(fAfi)

= x0-\fífiAfi

= fa' hiffi,

which establishes (c).

We claim that I is isomorphic to A and is therefore free. Set x = X!+ • • • +xk.

Define r¡: A ->■ / by 7)(A)=x. IJ=JI= A, so there is a y in / such that xy=yx= 1 ;
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hence x is a unit in 2, and r¡ is one-to-one. r¡ is obviously onto, so it is an iso-

morphism.

By methods symmetric to the preceding, we have

7 = A(Xi +--.+xk) = Ax,       J=(y1+... +yk)A.

Therefore,

/r = (xx+ ■ ■ ■ +xk)r = xr,     r/ = r(Xl+ ■ ■ ■ +xk) = rx,

rj = T(yx + ■■■ +yk), jr = (yx+-- +yk)T.

Since x is a unit in X, we have

[r:A] = [xr:xA] = [7T:7],    and    [F:A] = [Tx:Ax] = [17:/].

Define maps 6i:fiAfj-*-f9-\fíIf] by Oi(fiXfi) = xa-\i)fiXfj. Since we have that

Xo-1wfiAfj=L-\i)Ifj, ei ¡s onto. If x„-i(f)/|Afy = 0, then ̂ -^x^-i^/A/^/A/^O,
so the dt are one-to-one and are isomorphisms. The f?, extend to isomorphisms

ö^/r/^/.-wr/
by 6'i(fixyfi) = xa-\i)fiiyfi. Hence, for all i and/ i,j=\,...,k,

[/r/:/A/] = Uo-hM-ft-him-
In order to obtain the other index conditions, we proceed symmetrically. Thus we

show that

(/A/)(/7/,(i))=/;//,(i),

and show that the maps rH'.fiAfj-^fJfcw defined by Pi(fiXfJ)=fiXfixaW are iso-

morphisms which extend to isomorphisms /xj:/r/ ->fiTIfaUy From this, the index

condition (b) is immediate.    Q.E.D.

In Example 14 we shall see that [f :Ä]=[f7:Fj = [/T :/] may be true in A but

that [r: A]^[r/:/] and [r: A]^[7T:/] in A. Further, this example will show that

if A is not reduced, then an invertible A-ideal 7 may not be a cyclic A-ideal. Thus

the condition that A is reduced is essential in Theorem 5.

Now we will prove the converse to Theorem 5. Define

(A:/)r = (xe2::7x £ A},   (A:/), = {xe£:x/ç A}.

Theorem 6. Let I be a full two-sided ideal of the reduced A-order A in 2. Let

fix,..., fie be the nonequivalent primitive orthogonal idempotents of A. If there is a

permutation t of the set {1,2,..., k) such that

(a) [/r/:/A/] = [/a)/r/:/(i)//],

(b) [/I(i,r/(i) :/I(1)A/(j)] = [/(i)r// :/(i)//],

(c) (/<»//)(/A/) =/(i)//,

(d) (/A/)(/7/-1(i))=/7/-1(i),

for all i and j, i, j= 1, 2,..., k, then I is invertible by the two-sided A-module

/=(A:7)r = (A:7)i.

Proof. We consider /,(i)//¡ as a right /A/-module and fiqATfi as a right fiTfi-

module.
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Since A is a complete discrete rank one valuation ring and since fxFfi has no

idempotents other than/ or 0, we can apply [14, Theorem 77.12, p. 548] and

[1, Proposition 2.7, p. 8] to see that/(i)/r/ is a free T-module of rank 1. Since/

is a primitive idempotent, /r/ has a single maximal ideal Nt which must be the

Jacobson radical of fiVfi. Further, fiFfi/Ni is a division algebra over A/in).

We claim that fi^IFfJfi^IFfiiNi is a free /rZ/AVmodule of rank one. For, if

Xy,..., xr is a basis of/I(i)/T///t(i)/T/Af¡ over/r//^ with preimages Xy,...,xr in

/«/r/ (by the natural map fimIFfi^fiM)IFfi/fixU)IFfiN), then let B be the fiFfi-
submodule generated by the set {xx,..., x). Then B +fmJFfiNi =fimIFfi. Hence, by

Nakayama's Lemma, B=fi(i)IFfi, and r=l. Thus

(/(i,/r///(i)/r//vi:/r/i//vi) = 1.

Consider the composed map

0i -Mfi ->Urrfi -^f«ijrfi/UirfiNt.

Let z¡ be an element of fimIfi¡ which does not lie in a kernel of 0¡. The images

from fiwIfi generate fiaJFfJf^IFfiNi over fiTfi/Nt, and so z, freely generates

fmlTfii/f^IFfi^ over/r//^. Hence

Zi+ÁMNi = fizii)IFfi,

and by Nakayama's Lemma,

^/r/=/(i)/r/<.

Therefore, we have shown that fl{i)IFfi is freely generated over/r/ by an element

zi offwffi. Certainly, we can find such z¡ for all i.

From the sequence

fiFfi ~ zfFfi =fimIFfi 2fimIfi 2 zfAfi ZfiAfi

and by hypothesis (a), we have that

fimVi = ZifAft
for all i, i=l,..., k.

Setz = zy+---+zk, and we will show that zA = 7. Note that (/A/)(/A/)=/A/

for all / and / Thus,

zA - 2 z,A = 2 ^A/ = 2 ii/iA/, = 2 Zi(fiAf)(fi¥i)
i = l i.i ¡,J 1.Í

= 2 (UV)(fAfi) = 2f«M = ii.;' (.;'
(using hypothesis (c) and the fact that t is a permutation).

Now we consider fmIfi as a left/(i)A/t(i)-module and fi(i)FIfi as a left fmTfm-

module. Hence, by a proof symmetric to the above, we can pick an element z\ in

faff which does not lie in the kernel of the composed map

% -Uffi -+fmm -+fmW/Nmfx(i)nfi.
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We claim that z¡ can be chosen to be z[. Certainly, this is true if fixmIfi is not con-

tained in the union of/(¡)/r/Ar¡ and Nxii)fx(i)rifi (considered as subsets of T).

Assume that fmIfi is contained in this union. It is known that z¡ is not in/^/r/jA/j,

so it must be in Nxü)fixmYIfi. Also, z\ is not in Nxii)fxWYIfi, so it must be in fxii)ITfiNx.

Consider zi + z'x in/(i)//i. If Zj + z,' is in fmirfiNt, then z¡ must be in fx{x)ITfiNx, a

contradiction. Assuming zx + z'x is in NmfxmYIfi implies that z[ is in Nxii)fx{i)TIfi,

again a contradiction. Therefore,/(i)7/ is not contained in the above union.

Hence, by proofs completely symmetric to the previous ones,

7»(IHm = fi(\)Afmzx

(using index condition (b)), and Az = 7(using condition (d)).

Since / is full, zS = S and Sz = S. Thus, let w be in 2 such that zw=l = wz.

Set /= Aw A. Then

JI = AwAzA = AwzA = A,    and   IJ = AzAwA = AzwA = A.

Thus 7 is invertible.

Since /£(A:/)r and (A:I)r=JI(A:I)rçJA=J, we have thatJ=(A:I)r. Similarly,

J=(A:I)t.    Q.E.D.
It is appropriate to note here that in the commutative case every order is re-

duced, so Theorems 5 and 6 generalize Fröhlich's Theorem to the noncommutative

case.

Theorem 7. Let I be a full two-sided ideal in the reduced A-order A. Let fix, ■ ■ -,fk

be a set of reduced idempotents for A. Then I is A-invertible if and only if the following

conditions are satisfied:

(a) [fiTPfi ://*/] = [firp'fi :fiP%],
(b) [filTfi-.fim = [fiPTfi-.fipxf,],
(c) [/A/ :fiP%] = [fiAfi fiPfif,
(d) (fiPfiXfAfi^filV,
(e) (fAfiMm =/y/%

Proof. Assume that 7 is A-invertible. In Theorem 5, we showed that there was

a permutation o of 1,2,..., k and that there were elements x, in fjfam such that

xa-HnfiAfi =f<,-\i)Ifj,

and such that for x=x».-l- • ■ ■ +xk, we have Ax=xA=7. Now,

k

X    = (Xx+ ■ ■ • +Xh)    =   2_  xlxa(i),
i = l

k

X    = (Xx+ ■ • • +XjJ    =   2_  xixaü)Xa%-\,
i = l

k

Xn = (X». + • • • +Xk)n =   2_!  x\xa(V> ' ' * xo"(iy
1 = 1
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So since ak= 1, xk = Zy+ ■ ■ ■ +zk with z¡ an element of//*/. Set z=Zy+ ■ ■ ■ +zk.

Then £ = zA = Az. Hence we have

/* = izy+ ■ - ■ +zk)A = (Z1/1A+ ■ ■ • +zkfkA).

So/(/'/i = zi/iA/i. Similarly,/,/*/, =/A/,z,. We note further that

z,filkfi = zfMfJfi

= ZifAfizfiAfi

= zfiAfi-

Since we have//2fc/ = z(2/A/i=/iA/zi2, then//"/ is A-isomorphic to//2"/ by an

isomorphism which extends to an isomorphism from ffFfi to //2fcr/. Thus the

index condition (b) holds. By similar arguments, it is clear that the index condition

(a) holds.

Now,

[fiAfifiPf,] = [fiiAfifiPfiMPfifiPf,]

= [/A/ :fiIf][fiAfiZi SiAfiZ?]

= [fiAfifilfMAfifAfiZii

= [fiAfi-.fJViUAfilfilfi]

= [fiAfi-.filff]2.

Hence index condition (c) is satified.

Finally,

(JJkf)(fiAf) = zfAfifiAfi

= ZifiAfi
= zjxfi.

So the condition (d) is true, and by similar arguments condition (e) is true.

Now we will assume the conditions (a) through (e). In Theorem 6, we saw that

we could find elements z¡ in filf which freely generate //T/ over/r/ as right

/(r/-modules and which freely generate fiiFPfi over/T/ as left/rZ-modules.

Then

[/iA/://2k/] - ifiAfi-.fiPfiMPfi-fPVii

= [/iA/://yi][/r£/:/r/2'/i]

= [/A/ :/i/fc/][/ir/izi fiFfizf]

= [fiAfi:fiIkfi][ftrfi--mzi]

= [ftAfi:fiIkfi][f(rfi-Wkfil

since conditions (c) hold for all i. We must have

[fAfifiifà = [/r/r/r/yj,
or

[fiUi-ÁAfi] = [fiFPfifiPfi].
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In a similar fashion we have

[/F/:/A/] = [fiPYfi-.fiPfJ.

Thus in view of conditions (d) and (e), we have from Theorem 6 that Ik is A-

invertible, i.e., /is A-invertible.    Q.E.D.

4. Reduction from a Dedekind domain. In this section, we will let D he a

Dedekind domain with quotient field K. Assume 2 is a finite dimensional separable

.TY-algebra, A a O-order in S and Y a maximal D-order in 2 containing A. Let F

be a maximal prime ideal in D. Let KlP) denote the completion of K at P, and let

D(P) be the complete discrete valuation ring in KiP). Let E(P)=E <g>D D(P), A(P)

= A <g)D Z)(P), 7(P) = /(gD 7)(P), etc. There are well-known canonical embeddings of

Y(Ph A(P), /(P) into X{P) [5]. For the D-order A and a maximal prime ideal F of D,

we will let ey,e2,..., erp he the primitive orthogonal idempotents of A(P) and assume

that they are primitive in r(P). Let/!,/2,.. .,fkp be representatives of the distinct

equivalence classes of idempotents in A(P), f=fi + • ■ ■ +fikp and let A(P) =/A(P)/

7(P)=/7(P)/for / a two-sided A-module.

We will now give "global" versions of the theorems of the preceding section.

Theorem 8. Let I be an invertible two-sided ideal in the D-order A. Let {P}

denote the set of all maximal prime ideals of D. Then there are permutations a of

the sets {1,2,..., kP} such that for i and j and all primes P of D,

(a) [/r(P)/ :/,A(P)/] = [fa- \i)ir<p)fj -fa- HoWfl

(b) [/r(P)/-:/A(P)/] = [fixYI(P)fiaU) :fiIiP)faU)],

(c) (fa- \ül<.p)fi)(fi\p)fi) =fo- hiÁpJi,
(d) (fiA(P)/)(/7(P)/ff(i)) =fil(.p)fiam,

where fix,.. -,fikp are the reduced idempotents o/A(P).

Proof. Since D is a Dedekind domain, / is reflexive and I=(\PI(Py Also,

7(P) = A(P) for almost all P. So if each 7(P) is invertible by /(P) in A(P), set/=ni>/(P)»

and consider 77. (7/)(P) = A(P) for all P, so IJ=A since A = P|p A(P) = /J. Certainly

if/is invertible by Jin A, then (Z7)(P) = /(P)/(P) = A(P), so /(P) is invertible in A(P) for

all P. Hence by [5, Theorem 2, p. 204], we need only prove the theorem for each

A»-
Let 7(P) be a two-sided A(P)-ideal which is invertible in A(P) by /(P). Setting

7(P) =//(P)/and JiP)=ffP)fi, we have by Lemma 4 that 7(P) is a two-sided A(P)-ideal

which is invertible in Ä(P) by J(p)(I,PJiP) = (fI<p)ß(fJ,P)fi=fI<P)J(P)f=fA(P)f=AiP)).
Since Ä(P) is reduced, we can apply Theorem 5 to obtain a permutation a of the

set {1, 2,..., kP} such that the conclusions (a), (b), (c) and (d) are true.    Q.E.D.

Theorem 9. If I is a full two-sided ideal of the D-order A such that for all P

there is a permutation a of the {1,2,..., kP} having the properties

(a) UFcpJi :fiA(P)/] = [fa - '«¿TW/ -fa - \i)hpjil
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0)   [fa - Hl)T(P)fi - \l) fa - HlAmfa - \fí] = [fa - \fíFIiP)fi f - \nIiP)fi],

(C)   (fia - \ifipf)(fiA(P)fii) =fi - Hifipfi,
id) ifiiAmfii)iftrmfam) = ifiIipf„u),

for all i and j, where fi,.. .,fkp denote the reduced idempotents of Am. Then I is

invertible in A.

Proof. Just as in the proof of Theorem 8, to prove that / is invertible in A, it is

sufficient to prove that for all £, 7(P) is invertible in A(P). Further, in Theorem 8, we

showed that if Im was A(P)-invertible, then 7(P) was A(P)-invertible. Note that if

/(P) is A(P)-invertible by J{P), then

A(P) = I(pÁp)

= (fImf)(fJmf)

= fhp)fJ(P)f
Thus,

A(p) = //(P)A(P)/A(P)/(P)/

= fI(P)A<p)J{p)f

= f!(.P)J(.P)f-

So /(P)/(P) maps to A(P) in the map of A(P)-modules defined in Lemma 4. Hence

7(P)/(P) = A(P). Thus, 7(P) is A(P)-invertible if and only if 7(P) is A(P)-invertible. There-

fore, it suffices to prove the result for reduced orders over complete discrete

valuation rings, and by Theorem 6, the proof is completed.    Q.E.D.

Finally we give the "global version" of Theorem 7.

Theorem 10. Let I be a full two-sided ideal in the D-order A. Let P denote a

maximal prime in D and let fi,.. .,fkp then I is A-invertible if and only if the following

conditions hold for every maximal prime P and for all i and j:

(a) [fiFI^fi fl^fi] = [fiFIftffi filtfffi),
(b) ¡fiI**rmft:fiISM\ = [fJ^pff.filfö'f),
(c) [/A(P)/ fil^ffi] = [fiAmfi filfrfif,
(à) (fiI(%f)(fAmfii)=(fiI?Pefi),
(e) (fApf)(fimf) = ifilt/f).

Proof. It was proved in Theorems 8 and 9 that / is A-invertible if and only if

7(P) is A(P)-invertible for every maximal prime £ in D, and 7(P) is A(P)-invertible if and

only if 7(P) is A(P)-invertible. Hence this result follows from Theorem 7.     Q.E.D.

5. Examples. This section will give examples and counterexamples relevant to

the preceding sections. Let A be a discrete valuation ring with quotient field K

and prime element -n. Let £„ be the £-algebra of nxn matrices. Let A = [TtrtiA]

denote an border in 2. This notation means that the (/,/) positions of A has

elements in the form tfw with rxj an integer and a any element of A.
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We note the following lemma.

Lemma 11. Let A = [irruA], I=[ttshA] and(A:I) = {x : Ix^A} = [irm>iA]. Then I is

left A-projective if and only if for every P, P= 1,..., n, there is a kP, l^kP = n such

that mP¡kp=-skpP.

The lemma is actually a restatement in the language of matrices of a classical

result of Cartan and Eilenberg [3, p. 132].

Example 12. 7n E2, the fact that a full left ideal is A-projective does not necessarily

imply that [YI: I] = [Y : A], Note that this example shows that one part of Fröhlich's

Theorem does not extend to all finite dimensional central simple algebras.

Set r = A2, and let A be the ,4-order contained in Y of the form

A =

Let / be the left ideal of the form

7 =

Then YI has the form

r/ =

A

ttA

n2A

A

7T3A-i

IT A

TtA

ttA

Then [r:A] = 7r3^ and [YI:I] = tt1A, and [YI:I]^[Y: A]. Using Lemma 11, it is

easy to check that 7 is left A-projective.

Example 13. In S2, the fact that [r/:/] = [r:A] does not imply that a full left

ideal is A-projective. Therefore, this example along with Example 11 shows that

Fröhlich's Theorem has no direct extension to central simple algebras.

Set T = A2 and let A be as in Example 11. Let / be the left A-ideal of the form

Then YI is of the form

7T3A TT3A

IT2 A TTA

IT2 A IT A

TT2A TTA

Then [r: A] = tt3A = [YI:I]. It is easy to check that 7 is not A-projective by using

Lemma 11.

One of the conclusions of Theorem 5 is that [V:A] = [IY:I] = [YI:I] for 7 an

invertible two-sided A-ideal. Therefore it is reasonable to ask if this condition is

strong enough to imply invertibility. The following example shows that the con-

dition is not strong enough even if I is assumed to be both right and left A-

projective.

Example 14. In 22 there is a two-sided A-deal which is right and left projective

and such that [/r:/]=[r/:/] = [!": A] but is not invertible in A.
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Let

r = a2,  a

and

/ =
TT2A

ttA

fA    ttA~\

'  [ttA      A}

]•

ttA~]

A

Then / is a two-sided A-ideal and

[FI:I] = [IF:I] - |T:A] = tt2A.

It is seen by Lemma 11 and its symmetric counterpart for right ideals that / is

both right and left A-projective. / is not A-invertible since it is not cyclic and A is

reduced.

Example 15. This example shows that if A is not a reduced /1-order, then an

invertible ideal I may not be cyclic. Further, [r/:/]#[r:A] and [/r : £] # IT : A],

but [/r:/] = [r:Ä] = [f7:£j. So, in particular, the condition that A be a reduced

border is essential in Theorem 5.

Let

A =

A

ttA

A

and

/ =

ttA

ttA

ttA

A

A

A

A

TtA

A

A

ttA

A

ttA

ttA

TtA

A is not reduced since exx~e33. lis A-invertible by

/ =

If T = A3, then

[r:A] = 7T2^,        [FI:I] = TteA,       [IF:I] = tt3A.

To see that / is not cyclic, assume the contrary. On noting that I2 = ttA, we see

that there are elements a, bin A such that x2 = 7ra, xbx = n. Then (det a)(det b)= 1,

and (det x)2 = 7r3(det b). Let det x=tts. Then 2s=3, a contradiction.

Now set/1 = e11,/2 = ea2, andfi=fi+f2. Then

A=/A/ =
A

ttA

Set

A'

A_

x =

ï=flf =

r
o "

'ttA

ttA

A'

ttA

0

TT
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Then, 7=Äx=xÄ, and A = A2, so

[f :Ä] = [r/:/] = [ÏY:Ï] = 77 A.
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